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Abstract 
 

Model composition is considered as a crucial 

activity in Model Driven Software Development 

(MDSD). It is a common feature when adopting a 

multi-modeling approach to analyze and design 

software systems. Similar modular approaches are 

known under several names such as viewpoints, 

aspects, subjects, etc. In previous works, we proposed 

a View-based UML profile called VUML. In this paper, 

we describe a conceptual framework whose goal is to 

separate the generic composition part from the specific 

part dedicated to a given modeling domain. We apply 

our approach to the composition of UML class 

diagrams into one VUML class diagram. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Several approaches adopted by the software 

engineering community rely on the principle of multi-

modeling which allows modeling a system as a set of 

less complex software units. This principle has been 

introduced in several programming approaches such as 

subject-oriented programming [19] or aspect-oriented 

programming [13]. At the model level, comparable 

approaches use concepts such as Views/viewpoints [9], 

Subject oriented development [6], and Aspect oriented 

Modeling [2] [11]. 

Our work in this area [16] has resulted in the 

definition of the VUML language (View based Unified 

Modeling Language). VUML provides a formalism and 

a methodology to carry out a view-based modeling 

approach from analysis to coding. The VUML 

approach makes possible to model a software system 

according to each user’s viewpoint. First, actors of 

system are identified and each of them is associated to 

a unique viewpoint. Then, for each viewpoint, we 

describe, in an iterative way, use cases, scenarios as 

well as related classes. The result is a class diagram 

(called also partial model) in the UML formalism. 

Secondly, we produce a VUML model by composing 

the partial models. The composition technique is based 

on a set of transformation rules [1]. More precisely, we 

define the composition of static UML models as a set 

of transformation rules available as correspondence, 

merging and translation rules. These rules allow first to 

establish correspondences between input models, then 

to merge these partial models into a global VUML 

model. 

The main contribution of this paper with regard to 

our previous work in [1], is the focus on the reusability 

of the composition process. For this purpose, we 

propose a two levels composition approach: a generic 

level independent from any modeling domain, and a 

specific level which depends on a given modeling 

domain. The generic level is defined by a generic 

composition metamodel. This metamodel is 

independent from any specific transformation language 

and provides means to express the key features 

necessary to automatically compose models. The 

generic composition language comprises a relationship 

metamodel, a transformation rule metamodel and a 

generic transformation strategy metamodel. For a given 

modeling domain (e.g. source models in UML and 

target model in VUML), we extend the generic  

metamodel by (i) specializing the correspondence 

relationships, (ii) specializing transformation rules and 

(iii) specifying transformation strategies so as to 

generate a set of enactable transformation rules.  

The present paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

describes the main steps of our composition process 

according to a rule driven approach. Section 3 is 

devoted to the description of the generic composition 

metamodel. In Section 4 we show how this generic 



metamodel can be specialized for a given modeling 

domain, and in Section 5, we apply this specialization 

process to the VUML modeling domain. Section 6 

considers related works. We conclude this paper in 

section 7. 

 

2. Model Composition process 
 

Several studies [14] [4] [10] have demonstrated that 

automating the model composition can be done through 

two separate operators: a correspondence operator and 

a merging operator. To allow the verification of the 

composed model, we propose a composition process 

which is made of three main steps called 

correspondence, merging and analysis (Figure 1). 

The Correspondence step consists of identifying the 

set of links between models to be composed (to make 

things easy we consider only two source models here). 

It is governed by correspondence rules which 

implement the comparison strategy between model 

elements. The comparison of elements is based on 

internal properties defined at the metamodel level. For 

example, a sub set of internal properties of an UML 

class may be represented by the set {name, isAbstract, 

ownedAttribute, ownedOperation} that are properties 

of the metaclass Class in the UML metamodel [18]. A 

correspondence rule, applied to two elements 

describing the same concept in different source models, 

creates a correspondence relationship between those 

elements. This relationship will be stored in a 

correspondence model.  

The Merging step depends on the target metamodel. 

In our application context, this merging step produces a 

VUML model which elements are stereotyped 

according to the VUML profile [16]. VUML elements 

are created by applying both merging and translation 

rules. The merging strategy is mainly depending on link 

type. In fact, merging rules are applied to the elements 

that are related to each other through correspondence 

relationships. Elements which have no correspondent in 

the opposite model are translated into the VUML 

model with respect to the translation rules. 

The Analysis step aims to uncover composition 

errors. The produced composed model can be formally 

analyzed against desired properties or by verifying its 

compliance with the well-formedness rules (W.F.R). 

While a rule is violated an error is detected and it 

creates a problem element with respect to the structure 

of a problem model which conforms to a problem 

metamodel [5]. The problem model can be analyzed 

and then imported into a model refactoring tool 

dedicated to resolve problems. Activities related to 

problem fixing are not in the scope of this paper. 

 
Figure 1. Process composition in VUML 

approach 
 

 

3. A generic framework for model 

composition 
 

A model composition framework should provide 

means to support common features for building a 

generic composition operator. The survey presented in 

[4] summarizes a core set of minimal requirements for 

a model composition framework. We propose to define 

this generic composition operator through three 

components: links, transformations and strategies. The 

first component allows defining and capturing 

relationships between model elements. We have 

defined a generic correspondence metamodel which 

describes the basic constructors for link management 

and supports feature extension. The second component 

provides means to carry out transformations between 

involved models. To this end, we have defined a rule-

based transformation metamodel which allows the 

implementation the three fundamental operations: 

correspondence identifying, merging and translation. 

Finally, the third component provides the means to 

define transformation strategies. Strategies specify an 

operational semantics for transformation rules. We 

have defined a metamodel which summarizes the 

common practical strategies and studied the possibility 

to extend the default behavior of defined strategies to 

cover specific user’s needs.   

 

3.1. A core correspondence metamodel 
 

The correspondence metamodel defines the different 

kinds of relationships between model elements ( 



Figure 2). To this end, we have extended the core 

weaving metamodel proposed in [8] to support 

composition requirements and to handle new 

relationship types. The correspondence metamodel 

defines generic constructs needed to model the 

correspondence concepts. Models that conform to this 

metamodel should contain relationships that establish 

mappings between elements of the input models. We 

present in the following the key elements of the 

correspondence metamodel. 

• CorrespondenceRelationship: this metaclass 

defines the relationship between elements of the 

source models. The definition of a new relationship 

is made through a specialization of this metaclass; 

this allows semantic definition of each relationship. 

The parameter TypeElement is substituted by the 

type of model element related by an instance of this 

metaclass.  

• CorrespondanceRelationshipEnd: this construct 

represents the end of a correspondence relationship. 

It serves as a reference to elements linked by the 

relationship. 

• CorrespondingElementRef: this metaclass models 

the concepts of reference. It contains an attribute 

name that represents the name of the referenced 

element, and an attribute ref which acts as a 

persistent model-element identifier. 

• ReferencePackage: this metaclass is a container 

for reference elements. An instance of this 

metaclass contains all references of connected 

elements.  

  

 
 

Figure 2. The correspondence metamodel. 
 

The generic CorrespondenceRelationship metaclass 

must be extended to create different relationship types. 

Defining extensions is a practical solution to represent 

a specific semantic for each correspondence 

relationship. For instance, SimilarityRelationship 

indicates that the linked elements represent the same 

concept but differ in some properties (e.g. two classes 

with the same name and different sets of attributes), the 

DependencyRelationship denotes dependency 

information between two elements, and the 

ConformityRelationship defines the link type between 

elements which are two consistent views of the same 

concept. 
 

3.2. Transformation rules metamodel 
 

Our composition process is governed by a set of 

transformation rules. Indeed, the composition operation 

can be specified using the model transformation 

principles. We have defined three categories of 

transformation rules: correspondence, merging and 

translation (Figure 3). This enables us firstly to 

establish correspondences between input models, and 

secondly to merge these models to produce the global 

model. Finally, elements that have no corresponding 

element in the opposite model are transformed 

according to translation rules. We state that 

transformation strategies depend on each specific 

domain, so we do not consider them in the generic part 

of our metamodel.  
 

 
Figure 3. Transformation rules metamodel 
 

The transformation rules metamodel is a generic 

description of transformation rules. Therefore, we use 

the UML template diagram to describe this metamodel. 

In the next section we show how this metamodel allows 

define (when instantiated) the specific transformation 

rules as a declarative approach to compose models in a 

particular application domain. This solution improves 

reusability of the approach. Indeed, we can use this 

approach for merging models of diverse metamodels by 

instantiating generic rules multiple times, this is 

determined by a set of bindings, and each binding 

represents an association between a template parameter 

and an application-specific value. 



 

3.3. Transformation strategies metamodel 
 

So far, we have introduced the structural aspects of 

our composition operator. Yet, those structural aspects 

are not sufficient to provide a comprehensive definition 

of such an operator, as one must define the behavioral 

aspect of the operator as well. Our approach uses the 

transformation strategies to specify the behavioral 

aspect of each transformation rule (Figure 4). Strategies 

are defined in [14] as pluggable algorithms that can be 

attached to a transformation rule to implement a 

recursive and reusable functionality which may be 

inferred by the metamodel structure. Using strategies 

has the advantage of minimizing the manual 

intervention of the developer. 

Correspondence strategies define comparison logic 

between model elements. We distinguish three types of 

correspondence strategies. The first type of strategy is 

based on the signature type as described in [20]. The 

signature type of an element is described by a set of 

internal properties (name, type, cardinality, etc) defined 

in the metamodel. For elements of type class, this 

strategy depends mainly on the meta-properties values 

of the metaclass Class defined in the metamodel UML. 

For example, if one decides to define the signature type 

of the class element by the couple (name, isAbstract), 

then comparing two classes defined in two different 

models is reduced to compare the values of these two 

properties. Correspondence strategies may be also 

based on structural relationships between elements 

such as inheritance or containment; in this case, the 

correspondence strategy depends on the information 

about the neighbors of each element in the models. 

Unlike correspondence strategies, merging 

strategies depend mainly on the type and the semantics 

associated to correspondence relationship that link 

source elements, and on the structure and semantics of 

the elements in the target metamodel. Most merging 

strategies such as UnionMergingStrategy, 

PartialMergingStrategy or TotalMergingStrategy have 

been implemented. The partial merging strategy is used 

for merging two elements to create two or more 

elements in the target model. In Section 5, we give an 

example of this strategy.  

 

 
Figure 4. Transformation strategies 

metamodel 
 

4. Specialization process of the generic 

framework 
 

This section describes how the generic composition 

framework can be specialized to create a particular 

composition operator for a specific application domain. 

Figure 5 gives an overview of the specialization 

process which results in the enactable specific 

transformation rules.  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Specializing the generic framework 
for composing UML diagrams. 

 

This process can be divided into three steps: The 

first step consists of extending the generic 

correspondence metamodel for a given domain specific 

modeling language (DSML). This task consists of 

defining specific link types with respect to the 

underlying domain. For example, if we consider the 

UML2 metamodel as source language, to express the 

similarity between classes, we define a new link type 

called ClassSimilarityRelationship by binding the 

template parameter TypeElement to value Class. Figure 

6 shows an example of this specialization case. 

The whole set of specific correspondence 

relationships constitutes the specific part of the 

CorrespondenceMetamodel.  
 

 



 
Figure 6. Example of instantiating a 

CorrespondenceRelationship template class. 
 

The second step consists of specializing the 

transformation rules metamodel. The generic 

CorrespondenceRule metaclass is instantiated by 

binding template parameters to specific correspondence 

relationships and to the source models elements type. 

This is achieved when the parameters 

(sourceMMElement, and Relationship) are substituted 

respectively by elements of the source metamodel and 

elements of the specific correspondence metamodel. It 

is, afterwards, necessary to define the correspondence 

strategies for the source metamodel. These 

correspondence strategies specify the comparison logic 

between elements. A correspondence strategy can be 

designed as a model by defining an instance of the 

transformation strategy metamodel (Figure 4). The 

specific strategy model should be woven with the 

specific correspondence rules in order to produce a set 

of enactable specific correspondence rules, which can 

be performed to produce the correspondence model. 

The weaving operation is outside the scope of this 

paper. 

The last step of the process considers a particular 

target metamodel, and produces a set of specific 

merging and translation rules. For the first case, the 

parameterized merging rule metaclass defined in the 

generic rules metamodel (Section 3.2) is instantiated by 

a specific correspondence relationship that bind 

Relationship parameter and a target metamodel element 

that bind TargetMMElement parameter. For translation 

rules the instantiation operation is achieved by the 

specification of both source and target metamodel 

elements. We show in Figure 7 an example of two 

different instantiation cases of the merging rule 

template. In Figure 7a, the generic merging rule is 

instantiated respectively with the 

ClassSimilarityRelationship and with the 

MultiViewClass element. In Figure 7b the same generic 

class is instantiated with other values. In this case, the 

parameter source gets the value 

ClassConformityRelationship and the parameter target 

gets the value Class.  

As for the correspondence rule, both specific 

merging and translation rules can be woven with an 

appropriate strategy. This operation results in a set of 

enactable rules which can be used to perform the 

composition operation.  

 
 

Figure 7.  Two Examples of instantiating a 
merging rule template 

 
The merging strategy defines how elements being 

related by a specific correspondence relationship are 

merged so as to create an element of the target 

metamodel. The translation strategy specifies how an 

element which has non corresponding elements in the 

opposite model is transformed in the composed model. 

By default, elements which verify this constraint may 

be deeply copied into target model. The translation 

strategy may be overridden in order to cover specific 

cases. 

 

5. An example for composing UML class 

models 
 

To illustrate our approach, we describe in this 

section how the generic composition framework can be 

specialized to compose models (class diagram) that 

conform to the UML2 metamodel [18]. The result of 

the composition is a VUML model which conforms to 

the VUML profile [16]. As mentioned previously,  

the VUML profile was developed to meet the needs of 

modeling complex information systems with UML 

according to various viewpoints. A point of view 

(called viewpoint in VUML) on the system represents 

an actor’s requirement and rights. Such types of 

viewpoint may be considered as functional aspects. The 

main concept of VUML language is the multiview 

class, which is composed of a base class (shared by all 

viewpoints), and a set of view classes (extensions of the 

base class) where each view class is specific to a given 

viewpoint. Figure 11 illustrates some examples of 

multiview classes. Such a class is composed of a base 

class (stereotyped by <<base>>) that has the same 



name as the corresponding UML classes, and a set of 

views (stereotyped by <<view>> or <<abstract 

view>>))) that are related to the base through a 

dependency relation (stereotyped by 

<<viewExtension>>)). 

To define the specific correspondence relationships 

for UML2 class diagram concepts, we have specialized 

the generic correspondence metamodel according to 

the specializing process discussed above. For example, 

for class elements, we have identified two 

correspondence relationships: ClassConformity and 

ClassSimilarity. Conformity holds when two classes 

appear with the same name in different view point 

models and are semantically equivalent (represents two 

views of the same concept in the VUML terminology), 

and when they have the same properties (attributes, 

operations, associations, etc.). Similarity holds when 

two classes appear with the same name but are not 

conform. We have also defined a set of transformation 

rules for composing Structural UML2 diagrams into 

VUML.  

To validate our approach, we consider an example 

for modeling a Shared Medical File Management 

System (SMFMS). In this application, we merge two 

UML2.0 models (class diagrams) that have been 

developed independently according to two different 

actors a patient and a doctor (Figure 9, Figure 10). We 

have implemented the transformation rules in ATL 

(Atlas transformation language) [12] which is 

considered as a standard component of Eclipse for 

model transformation, and is now integrated into the 

M2M project [8]. Figure 8 illustrates an example of 

transformation rules implemented in ATL language. 

Due to space restrictions, only a sub set of rules will be 

discussed. Note that this composition has been 

implemented with two transformation modules: the first 

module implements correspondence rules and generates 

a correspondence metamodel while the second module 

implements both merging and translation rules and has 

as a result the VUML target model. 

 
rule ClassConformityRule extends 

 ModelElementCorrespondenceRule{ 

   from e1 : UML2!Class, e2 : UML2!Class 

  (e1.conform(e2)) 

   to r : MMC!ConformityRelationship  

} 

rule ConformityRelationship2Class{ 

  from r : MMC!ConformityRelationship 

  to c : UML2!Class( 

    name <- 

thisModule.getRefElement(r).name,    

    visibility <- 

thisModule.getRefElement(r). 

                getElement.visibility, 

    isAbstract <-

thisModule.getRefElement(r). 

                getElement.isAbstract, 

  ownedAttribute<-

thisModule.getRefElement(r). 

                ownedAttribute, 

  ownedOperation <-

hisModule.getRefElement(r). 

     ownedOperation 

 ) 

} 

rule Class2Class{ 

  from c1 : UML2!Class( 

  c1.isNotMultiviewClass) 

    

  to c2 : UML2!Class( 

 name <- c1.name, 

 isAbstract <- c1.isAbstract, 

 visibility <- c1.visibility, 

 ownedAttribute<-c1. 

ownedAttribute, 

 ownedOperation<-c1. ownedOperation 

 )} 

Figure 8. UML2VUML Transformation 
specification 

 

Rule ClassConformityRule states that two class 

elements will be related by a ConformityRelationship if 

they are conform. The helper conform implements the 

conformity strategy between classes. The rule 

ClassConformityRule is declared as an extension of 

ModelElementCorrespondenceRule which is defined as 

an abstract rule. This means that it can only be invoked 

through the rules that extend it. The inheritance 

mechanism has the advantage of factorizing common 

code between several transformation rules. 

Rule ConformityRelationship2Class specifies that 

for each defined conformityRelationship an UML2 

Class element is created in the composed model. This 

rule implements the Total MergingStrategy. Finally, 

the rule Class2Class implements the conform 

translation Strategy which stipulates that a class that 

does not have any corresponding class in the opposite 

model may be translated as it is in the target model.  

Figure 11shows the VUML model resulting from 

the merging of two UML source models for (SMFMS).  

 
Figure 9. Doctor model 



 
Figure 10. Patient model 

 

 
Figure 11. VUML model of SMFMS system 

 

6. Related Work 
 

Many researchers have developed model 

composition approaches in different application 

domains. We will focus in this section on works that 

are close to ours. 

The Atlas Model Weaver (AMW) [7] is a model 

composition framework that uses model weaving and 

model transformation to define and execute 

composition operation. The tool support is available as 

as an Eclipse pluging. The composition operation is 

divided into two phases. First, a weaving model 

captures the links between the input model elements 

according to a weaving metamodel. Second, the 

weaving model is used to generate a transformation that 

takes two input models and produces the composed 

model. This technique has the advantage of being 

generic and flexible thanks to the extension mechanism 

of the weaving metamodel; however, the manual 

definition of the links between model elements is a 

tedious work. 

The EML language (Epsilon Merging Language) 

proposed by [14] is a rule based language for merging 

models. EML belongs to the Epsilon platform, which is 

a model driven framework for developing integrated 

languages for model management tasks such as model 

comparison, model transformation, model validation, 

etc. Close to our work, this approach proposes to 

merge models of diverse metamodels through three 

categories of rules: MatchRule, MergeRule and 

TransformRule. Our correspondence rules produce a 

set of links between model elements, whereas in the 

EML approach this information is stored at the run 

time in a temporary memory called ‘MatchTrace’. We 

consider that it is more convenient to separate the 

comparison and the merging steps in a reuse objective. 

So we generate a correspondence model at the end of 

the comparison step which is exploited during the 

merging step (MergingRule). This correspondence 

model may be used for other aims such as managing 

dependencies between views in order to ensure the 

system consistency. 

The work presented in [3] discusses some 

similarities between model composition and model 

transformation. Thus, a number of approaches to 

implement composition as transformations are 

analyzed. The comparison criteria between each 

approach are based on the degree of generality, ease of 

use and ease of implementation. The authors have 

explored the possibility of composing a set of models 

based on crosscutting concerns (aspects), with a 

primary base model (which represent the core 

functionality of an application). By varying level of 

knowledge about aspect models, signatures and 

bindings, a number of composition-oriented 

transformations have been identified. In the continuity 

of this work [3], the model composition approach 

presented recently in [10] offers a generic framework 

which is independent from any modeling language. In 

this approach, the authors propose a generic 

metamodel, describing structural and behavioral 

features of a composition operator. This metamodel 

supports the composition directives concept introduced 

in [20]. These directives are specified by a domain-

independent language (generic metamodel) and the 

concrete syntax is supported by the Kermeta language 

[15]. This approach can be depicted as imperative 

because it describes the operation of composition in an 

algorithmic way. Therefore, it is not easily compatible 

with our approach which is based on declarative rules 

that rather specify what should be transformed than 

how it should be done. 

 



7. Conclusion  
 

In this paper we have presented a generic approach 

for model composition, and a specialization process to 

apply the generic composition operator to specific 

modeling domains (Domain Specific Languages). This 

approach combines the use of metamodeling and model 

transformation techniques. 

The core composition operator is generic: it allows 

designing the composition requirements at a high level 

of abstraction. The core metamodel is composed of 

three separate metamodels: (1) a relationship 

metamodel that contains abstract constructs for 

defining the correspondences between model elements, 

(2) a rules metamodel that contains generic 

transformation rules in order to implement the 

composition operator, and (3) a strategy metamodel 

that defines common transformation strategies. To 

validate our approach, we have implemented the 

transformation rules in ATL and we are working on the 

development of a model composition environment as 

an Eclipse plugging for developing transformations-

oriented framework for model composition.  

In the works to come, we intend to automate the 

weaving activity of the specialization process. Thus, we 

will apply the technique of model transformation to 

generate the enactibale transformation rules in a 

specific transformation language. This mechanism is 

known as HOT (Higher Order Transformation). So, the 

manual programming step of the transformation will be 

dramatically reduced. Another interesting issue is to 

compose behavioral diagrams of UML (mainly state 

charts and sequence diagrams).  
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